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The 2010 Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil well blowout in the Gulf of Mexico

(GoM) was the largest and perhaps most consequential accidental marine oil spill

in global history. This paper provides an overview of a Research Topic consisting

of four additional papers that: (1) assemble time series data for ecosystem

components in regions impacted by the spill, and (2) interpret temporal

changes related to the vulnerability of species and ecosystems to DWH and

the ensuing resilience to perturbation. Time series abundance data for many taxa

pre-date DWH, often by decades, thus allowing an assessment of population-

and community-level impacts. We divided the north central GoM into four

interconnected “eco-types”: the coastal/nearshore, continental shelf, open-

ocean pelagic and deep benthic. Key taxa in each eco-type were evaluated for

their vulnerability to the circumstances of the DWH spill based on population

overlap with oil, susceptibility to oil contamination, and other factors, as well their

imputed resilience to population-level impacts, based on life history metrics,

ecology and post-spill trajectories. Each taxon was scored as low, medium, or

high for 13 vulnerability attributes and 11 resilience attributes to produce overall

vulnerability and resilience scores, which themselves were also categorical (i.e.,

low, medium, or high). The resulting taxon-specific V-R scores provide important

guidance on key species to consider and monitor in the event of future spills

similar to DWH. Similar analyses may also guide resource allocation to collect

baseline data on highly vulnerable taxa or those with low resilience potential in
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other ecosystems. For some species, even a decade of observation has been

insufficient to document recovery given chronic, long-term exposure to DWH oil

remaining in all eco-types and because of impacts to the reproductive output of

long-lived species. Due to the ongoing threats of deep-water blowouts,

continued surveillance of populations affected by DWH is warranted to

document long-term recovery or change in system state. The level of

population monitoring in the open-ocean and deep benthic eco-types has

historically been low and is inconsistent with the continued migration of the oil

industry to the ultra-deep (≥1,500 m) where the majority of leasing, exploration,

and production now occurs.
KEYWORDS

ecosystem vulnerability, ecosystem resilience, marine oil spills, Deepwater Horizon,

Gulf of Mexico
Introduction

The oil spill caused by the sinking of the mobile drilling rig

Deepwater Horizon (DWH), a well at the Macondo Prospect, was

the largest and perhaps most consequential accidental marine oil

spill in global history (Lubchenco et al., 2012; McNutt et al., 2012;

Powers et al., 2017a). Beginning on April 20, 2010, and uncontrolled

for 87 days thereafter, the ~750 million liters of released oil resulted

in surface expressions that eventually encompassed over 149,000

km2 (Figure 1). The invisible, subsurface dispersion of oil

significantly increased the area impacted (MacDonald et al., 2015;

Berenshtein et al., 2020). Because of the origin of the blowout was
02
1,500 m below the sea surface, transiting oil floated upward through

the water column, eventually spreading via surface currents and

wind-driven circulation along the continental shelf, and washing

ashore on beaches of the northern Gulf of Mexico (GoM) and being

entrained in estuaries (Kostka et al., 2011; Powers et al., 2017a;

Turner et al., 2019a; Figure 1). Through a still indeterminate

combination of natural processes and the use of novel sub-surface

dispersant injection (SSDI) into the stream of the flowing oil-gas-

water mixture at the broken wellhead, deep submarine “plumes” of

small oil droplets formed at several depths, especially at ~1,100 m

below the surface (Camilli et al., 2010; Diercks et al., 2010;

Murawski et al., 2019). Toxic, low molecular weight components
FIGURE 1

Geographic footprint of surface oil expression (number of “oil days” i.e., days oil was present at each pixel of the oil surface multiplied by the relative
oil thickness) for the Deepwater Horizon (DWH) oil spill in 2010 (Murawski et al., 2014). The locations of the spill and four impacted “eco-types” are
identified (e.g., coastal/inshore, continental shelf, open ocean pelagic and deep benthic).
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of the oil and gas, especially BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,

and xylene) compounds and methane, partitioned into the waters

with little reaching the surface (Joye et al., 2011; Ryerson et al.,

2012). Through several processes, including oiled marine snow,

some of the oil reaching the surface subsequently sank over a wide

region of the GoM, impacting benthic communities in a broad

swath surrounding the DWH site (Daly et al., 2016; Romero et al.,

2017; Schwing et al., 2020, this volume).

A number of oil spill countermeasures were deployed during

DWH in efforts to lessen the environmental impacts of the spill

(Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource Damage Assessment Trustees,

2016). These included using a total of 6.8 million liters of oil-dispersing

chemicals (dispersants) applied both at the wellhead and sprayed by

aircraft onto surface oil slicks. Other countermeasures included

burning oil at the sea surface, mechanical skimming, booming in

coastal areas, opening of diversions from the main channel of the

Mississippi River to flood estuaries in an attempt to forestall entry of

oil, relocation of nesting animals including sea turtle eggs, and

construction of sand berms surrounding sensitive habitats. Apart

from the direct environmental effects of oil contamination, these

countermeasures also induced a variety of impacts on the ecosystems

in which they were deployed (Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource

Damage Assessment Trustees, 2016; Powers et al., 2017b). The efficacy

of these various countermeasures in lessening environmental impacts is

not the subject of this inquiry but has been debated extensively in the

literature (e.g., Martıńez et al., 2012; Paris et al., 2012; Gros et al., 2017;

Powers et al., 2017b; Paris et al., 2018; Murawski et al., 2019; National

Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2020; National

Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, 2022a).

The goal of our five-paper Research Topic published in Frontiers

in Marine Science is to provide a decadal synthesis of population-

level impacts and evidence of resilience to or coincident with DWH,

including the ensuing countermeasures. Attribution of particular

environmental impacts to a single source is complicated by a

number of factors including the quality and precision of pre-and

post-event observations, the underlying variability of association

(both spatially and temporally) and the degree of confounding

factors affecting the outcome (Ferraroa et al., 2019). Because of the

difficulty in evaluating before vs. after and controls vs. impacts (i.e.,

a BACI design), our approach instead relies on the ‘weight of

evidence’ to evaluate probable drivers of observed change in the

region affected by DWH. While a number of previous summaries of

the population-level ecological effects of DWH have been

undertaken (e.g., Fodrie et al., 2014; Beyer et al., 2016; Buskey

et al., 2016; Fisher et al., 2016; Murawski et al., 2016; Rabalais and

Turner, 2016; Powers et al., 2017a), as well as comparisons made

among spills (Barron et al., 2020), it is appropriate to take

comprehensive stock of DWH impacts a decade after the spill,

particularly as one of the major funding programs supporting this

research has now ended active research. The Gulf of Mexico

Research Initiative (GoMRI) supported research on the ecosystem

impacts of DWH via a $500 million grant from BP and terminated

active research in June 2020. There is no doubt, however, that the

impacts of DWH on affected ecosystems will continue into the

future. For example, Esler et al. (2018) emphasized the impacts on

wildlife from the Exxon Valdez spill 28 years subsequent, noting
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
that recovery times of affected animal populations are influenced by

species-specific life histories and natural history traits as well as by

indirect (food web) effects, chronic exposures (Bodkin et al., 2014),

and long-term environmental/climate trends, all of which require

the perspectives that only time and intensive research can provide.

Esler et al. (2018) also emphasized the dynamic nature of the

definition of species and ecosystem recovery and important

lessons they gleaned regarding the resilience of species.

Over the course of the previous several years, GoMRI

encouraged its researchers, funded in each of seven “Core Areas”

(e.g., physical oceanography, oil fate, ecosystem effects, etc.), to

synthesize their work emphasizing the following questions:
• What was the state of the science (“baseline”) before

Deepwater Horizon?

• What have we learned? (i.e., critical assessment)

• What major gaps in knowledge still exist?

• How can we best apply what we have learned? (What will be

the impact – how do we make a difference)?

• Where do we go from here?
To answer these questions relative to Environmental Effects (i.e.,

the stated goal of GoMRI “Core Area 3”) we assembled a large team

of experts from academia, state and federal agencies, and private

research entities (i.e., the authorship of the five papers in this

Research Topic). Because of the emphasis on scientific baselines,

we especially included representatives of state fish and wildlife

agencies, all of whom run or sponsor extensive, long-term fishery

independent surveys, particularly relevant to the coastal/nearshore

eco-type (e.g., O’Connell et al., 2019). As well, the federal

government (primarily NOAA Fisheries) conducts parallel

surveys of various types mostly focused on continental shelf

resources under federal jurisdictions. These long time series were

supplemented with mostly post-DWH surveys and directed

research on contaminants and health effects conducted by various

academic and private research institutions, with funding from

GoMRI, the Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA)

program, and other sources. The deep ocean water column and

benthic eco-types have been historically under-sampled, and our

analyses rely mostly upon information collected in the aftermath of

DWH, but extending a decade hence. The papers in this Research

Topic resulted from two workshops we conducted in 2019:
(1)Assembling the Record of Species and Community Change

July 23-25, 2019, St. Petersburg, FL.

(2)Vulnerability and Resilience of Species and Ecosystems to

Large-Scale Contamination Events: Lessons from

Deepwater Horizon October 9-11, 2019, Washington, DC.
The goals of these workshops were to: (a) identify and obtain

data and analyses relevant to interpreting population changes that

corresponded in time with the DWH accident, (b) summarize pre-

and post-oil spill patterns in the abundance, composition, and

dynamics of species within the defined eco-types (see Synthesis

Approach section), and (c) construct conceptual models of
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important species interactions and variables impacting species

within each defined eco-type (e.g., Peterson et al., 2003).

Additionally, we sought to (d) assess both direct and indirect

effects of the DWH on GoM biota, and (e) evaluate resilience and

recovery potential of species within each eco-type, and each eco-

type as a whole, based on considerations of life history, connectivity

within the wider GoM, productivity and exposure potential; as well

as evaluate the state of knowledge of rate processes of the key fauna

of each eco-type, (f) determine the spatial overlap of species and life

stages with the DWH spill, their sensitivity to contaminant

exposure, and any other traits influencing species’ vulnerability to

the effects of DHW, and (g) provide commentary on the importance

of existing monitoring programs and propose additional

monitoring given the likely time span to recovery and the

potential for future spills. Herein, we describe the overall

analytical approach undertaken and define metrics of

vulnerability and resilience, or the ability of a population to

recover if a disturbance results in abundance over a defined

time interval.
Synthesis approach

Because of the three-dimensional and dynamic nature of the

DWH spill and the diverse set of affected sub-ecosystems (defined

herein as “eco-types”), it is difficult to provide a comprehensive

synthesis of effects within the confines of a single research paper.

Thousands of species were affected over eco-types ranging from the

deep sea to estuaries (Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource

Damage Assessment Trustees, 2016). Therefore, we chose to

divide our synthesis efforts into four component eco-types

comprising the larger north central GoM (Figure 1). These eco-

types are: (1) coastal/nearshore, defined as the estuaries to the limits

of state territorial jurisdiction of 3 n. miles (except for Florida and

Texas which have 9 n. mile state boundaries), (2) continental shelf

(from state boundaries to ~200 m water depth), (3) open ocean-

water column, and (4) deep benthic (~200 m and deeper). The

ecosystem effects of DWH are described in detail in the four eco-

type papers comprising this Research Topic (Schwing et al., 2020;

Murawski et al., 2021a; Sutton et al., 2022; Patterson et al., 2023).

We of course recognize the interconnectedness of the eco-types and

the dangers of assuming artificial boundaries among them. This

inter-eco-type connectivity is facilitated by the movement of water

masses, which distributed DWH oil from a 0.5 m diameter pipe in

the deep benthic realm to significantly impact all eco-types

(Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource Damage Assessment

Trustees, 2016; Berenshtein et al., 2020). As well, many of the

component species primarily associated with particular eco-types

have life stages that occupy different or multiple eco-types over the

spans of their lives. Thus, the eco-types are not considered highly

modular (e.g., Grilli et al., 2016) and connectivity is relatively high

among as well as within eco-types (e.g., Paris et al., 2020; Sutton

et al., 2022).

Membership within the eco-type sub-groups was sought among

those actively working on relevant aspects and in control of data

resources, including many data series not previously evaluated in
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
the formal published literature for DWH-related effects. This

included station-level survey data from state, federal and

academic research programs. Thus, the papers in the Research

Topic provide new analyses of primary data sources as well as

syntheses of previously published information.

Each eco-type sub-group was asked to consider the following

target questions in their synthesis.
• For those species or species groups with sampling histories

pre-dating DWH, are there measurable differences in

abundance and variability pre- and post DWH?

• For those species or species groups measured periodically

after DWH, is there evidence of population change (positive

or negative)?

• If a species initially declined after DWH, has the population

returned to pre-spill or during-spill population abundance

levels?

• Can the rates of population decline and/or increase (e.g.,

instantaneous rates) be estimated?

• If so, are the rates of decline different from the subsequent

rates of population increase?

• How do life history correlates (e.g., maximum longevity,

larval dispersal, recruitment rate, growth rate, fraction of

the population affected by DWH, etc.) relate to population

trajectories?

• Is there evidence for hysteresis or, conversely, regime shift

in the recovery phase?

• What are the general “take home” messages about

environmental impacts and long-term resilience of the

GoM with respect to DWH, and lessons for future large

oil spills?
The four eco-type syntheses provide details on time series and

related data sets considered, and evaluated patterns of change at

population and community levels. This review includes, where

available, reference to associated contaminant data and other

evidence of the effects of direct oil contamination. If applicable,

eco-type reviews evaluate the influences of oil spill counter-

measures, including effects of the extensive fishery closures in the

region (Cockrell et al., 2019; Berenshtein et al., 2020), which, at their

maximum extent (229,000 km2), were greater than the visible

surface expression of the spill (149,000 km2). The eco-type

reviews also consider the limitations of the available data sets

(time series length, precision to quantify change, etc.) and

describe changes, or lack thereof, in relation to the timing of

DWH. In this regard there are a few distinct patterns into which

the time series data generally fit: (1) species (or groups) exhibiting a

decline in population abundance or change in demography

coincident with DWH (with or without subsequent recovery), (2)

species (or groups) remaining stable during and after DWH, (3)

species (or groups) increasing since DWH, and (4) species (or

groups) that initially increased during and just after DWH but have

since resumed their “normal” (lower or trending) levels (e.g., as in

the case of some populations protected by the fishery closures but

relatively unaffected by the spill). Interpretation of the significance

of these trends is contingent upon the precision of the underlying
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surveys which were not, in many cases, developed for the expressed

purpose of indexing oil spill impacts over relatively small spatial

scales. In these cases, trends in populations are probably more

robust than the interpretation of year-to-year changes.

In addition to evaluating population status before, during, and

after DWH, each eco-type summary evaluated the vulnerability of

the populations assessed to the circumstances of the Deepwater

Horizon spill and the resilience potential of each population, in a

two-way vulnerability-resilience analysis (see Vulnerability-

Resilience Analysis section). Inferences regarding the likely effects

of the spill, rates of population change post-spill and progress to

population recovery are evaluated.
Vulnerability-resilience analysis

In addition to evaluating population status before, during and

after DWH, each eco-type summary evaluated the vulnerability of

the populations assessed to the circumstances of the Deepwater

Horizon spill and the resilience potential of each population, in a

two-way vulnerability-resilience (V-R) analysis. Inferences

regarding the likely effects of the spill, rates of population change

post-spill, and progress to population recovery were evaluated.

While there are many, usually similar, definitions of vulnerability

and resilience, herein we define vulnerability as the resultant

impacts due to exposure to DWH oil or countermeasures used to

mitigate spill effects. Resilience is defined as the capacity required to

recover from such effects. From the perspectives of natural resource

management, knowing the most vulnerable and least resilient

components of a community of plants and animals fulfills several

fundamental principles related to understanding the sustainability

of those populations in the face of natural and anthropogenic

disturbances. More protections are generally afforded to the least

resilient (productive) species or groups, and where possible, threat

mitigation is used to reduce vulnerability particularly of less

resilient components (Carter et al., 2014). There is a long history

of published literature and multiple definitions exist regarding

resilience of populations (generally thought of as an intrinsic

property of populations and ecosystems), and the vulnerability of

populations to extrinsic impacting stressors (e.g., Holling, 1973;

Gunderson, 2000; Gunderson and Prichard, 2002; Adger, 2006;

Adger, 2006; Weißhuhn et al., 2018; Anjos and de Toledo, 2019).

Several reviews of definitions have conflated the concepts of

vulnerability and resilience (e.g., Carpenter et al., 2001; De Lange

et al., 2010a; De Lange et al., 2010b) but it is useful to separate the

concepts if we seek to use results from a particular analysis to

extrapolate to a different set of circumstances of a stressor (e.g., a

spill similar in magnitude to DWH, but at a different place and

time) and the resulting affected community of species with (likely)

differing life histories.

The separation of components of vulnerability and resilience

has precedent in natural resource management fields outside of oil

spill effects assessment, including ecosystem-based management

(Levin and Lubchenco, 2008), and fisheries management.

Operationalizing the assessment of the vulnerability and resilience

in fisheries management has a parallel in the so-called productivity-
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
susceptibility analysis (PSA). PSA is a process wherein the

operational characteristics of a fishery (e.g., bycatch species and

magnitude, size and age selectivity of a fishing gear, etc.) are used to

define the susceptibility axis. The productivity potential of a species,

defined by population dynamics metrics (i.e., rates of growth,

natural mortality, fishing mortality, recruitment) is used to define

how productive, and thus how resilient a stock may be if it becomes

depleted (Stobutzki et al., 2001; Hobday et al., 2011). PSAs have

been implemented globally as requisite data are routinely available

for many regulated fisheries, and in particular, an expert-based

qualitative approach has most commonly been used to define risk

horizons for low productivity species subject to mixed-species

fisheries (e.g., elasmobranchs, rockfishes and other long-lived

species of limited reproductive capacity; Field et al., 2010).

In the fisheries context, high risk (defined either by high

susceptibility or low resilience) may undermine attainment of

sustainability goals for the species in question. These goals for

fisheries management are a combination of population size targets

and/or fishing mortality thresholds (Field et al., 2010; Patrick et al.,

2010). Most applications of PSA use a three-level qualitative scoring

system (low, medium, high levels of susceptibility and productivity)

with scores averaged for each attribute contributing to susceptibility

and productivity, among experts participating in the analysis. The

average scores by attribute are then summed for each axis

independently. The results are plotted in bivariate space on which

a risk continuum (zones of equivalent risk for each x,y pair of

possible scores) are overplotted as either lines or as gradient shading

(low to high risk) representing the response variable (Patrick et al.,

2010). However, this semi-quantitative algorithm is controversial

(e.g., Hordyk and Carruthers, 2018), due to the general lack of

testing of PSA categorization against quantitative models of species

population dynamics and because of the assumption that scores on

the various criteria are additive. However, the methodology we used

to evaluate resilience employed the observed trajectories for biota

affected by the DWH spill, which we consider to be more

informative of resilience potential than interpreting theoretical

population model for the key species.

We co-opted the PSA approach but modified it to pertain

specifically to the vulnerability of a species or species group to

impacts from the DWH spill, and its resilience to perturbations on

scales seen following the spill. Vulnerability (the equivalent term to

susceptibility used herein) in these analyses is specifically related to

the characteristics of DWH, including the timing, overlap of oil with

species and their life stages (e.g., Chakrabarty et al., 2012;

Chancellor, 2022), concentrations of oil components above toxic

thresholds for the biota, and other factors. In total, 13 attributes

were scored categorically to estimate a given taxon’s overall

vulnerability to the DWH spill (Table 1). For each attribute, its

interpretation (directionality) was evaluated resulting in low,

medium or high vulnerability determinations (Table 1). In most

cases, the directionality is obvious, for example, with respect to the

attribute of duration and frequency of acute/chronic exposure

(persistence), it is assumed that longer duration of exposure

results in greater vulnerability of a population than if exposure

duration is short. We recognize that a number of attributes are not

completely independent and thus our approach to synthesizing
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across attributes for a single vulnerability assessment was designed

to be relatively insensitive to the inter-independence of some

attribute scores.

Similar to the vulnerability axis, we defined 11 attributes

contributing to resilience of species populations (Table 2). The

directionality of resilience scores for each attribute are likewise

generally obvious. For example, highly fecund species are likely to

exhibit higher resilience to perturbations than less fecund ones.

Each eco-type group conducted their V-R analyses for a series

of key species, thusly: (1) each participant in the eco-type group

independently evaluated each vulnerability and resilience attribute

for every “key” species using the low, medium and high ranking

system, (2) an overall score was assigned based on both the plurality

of scores among participants and subsequent group discussion, and

(3) based on the scores determined for each of the attributes

contributing to vulnerability and resilience, a single categorical

score was determined for each key species and axis (i.e., V and

R). The attribute scores for three of the eco-types and their

respective key taxonomic group are evaluated in eco-type

synthesis documents (Schwing et al., 2020; Murawski et al.,

2021a; Sutton et al., 2022). We report the outcome from such

scoring for the continental shelf synthesis from Patterson

et al. (2023).

While there is no universal definition for what constitutes a

“key” species, factors considered in these evaluations were:
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
economic importance (e.g., recreational and commercial fishes),

role as a critical species in food webs (e.g., McCann et al., 2017;

Ainsworth et al., 2018; Dornberger et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2020),

protected species status (Deepwater Horizon Natural Resource

Damage Assessment Trustees, 2016; Schwacke et al., 2017; Fraser,

2020), degree of endemism (Chakrabarty et al., 2016), or species of

particular vulnerability or importance to the eco-type (e.g., Fisher

et al., 2016; Sutton et al., 2020; Sutton et al., 2022). Each eco-type

group identified 11-32 key species or taxonomic groups for

consideration in their V-R analyses based on the assembled

expert judgement (Figure 2).

Within an eco-type, the summary positions along the

vulnerability and resilience axes are plotted in one of nine

possible cells (Figure 2). The incremental color scheme within the

field of the plot gives a broad indication of the relative risk of

significant species impacts due to the spill and the relative resilience

to perturbation. For example, the deeper red indicates a zone of

high vulnerability and low resilience, the combination of which

carry relatively high risk.
Discussion

Despite occurring 13 years ago, the magnitude and diversity of

effects DWH spill continues to inspire additional analyses and
TABLE 1 Attributes influencing vulnerability of marine life specifically to the circumstances of the Deepwater Horizon oil spill.

Attribute Interpretation

Ontogenetic shifts in habitat specificity
Do ontogenetic shifts in habitat use by a population exacerbate (high vulnerability) or ameliorate (low
vulnerability) the effects of the spatial distribution of the spill?

Ability to detect and respond to (avoid) hydrocarbons
Detection and avoidance of lethal or significant sub-lethal concentrations perhaps makes an animal less
vulnerable, depending on the circumstances of the area to which the animal re-locates

Site fidelity
If animals exist in or consistently return to breed in a specific location impacted by the spill they may be
differentially vulnerable

Spatial/temporal (horizontal and vertical distribution)
overlap of population with toxic exposures

High spatial overlap between animal populations and toxic exposure concentrations makes them more
vulnerable to declines

Exposure vectors (inhalation-aspiration, ingestion, prey,
dermal) relevant to species

For some animals the exposure vector may be differentially harmful (e.g., inhalation by mammals, turtles and
birds)

Duration and frequency of acute/chronic exposure
(persistence)

The vulnerability to exposure likely increases with duration above critical concentrations

Sensitive life stages present Early life history stages may be more acutely vulnerable to even very low exposures than adults

Detoxifying capacity and tolerance of exposure (e.g.,
depuration rates)

The sophistication of an animal’s detoxification mechanism may mitigate or amplify exposure effects (e.g.,
invertebrates vs. vertebrates)

Sensitivity to management interventions (moving turtle
nests, cleaning birds, fishery closures)

Can human interventions significantly alter population vulnerability either directly or indirectly (e.g., by
reducing other stressors)?

Sensitivity to oil spill countermeasures (freshwater,
dispersants, sand berms, burning)

In some cases, countermeasures such as freshwater flooding or dispersant use may increase mortality and thus
deplete populations more than the spill itself

Effects on tropically linked resources
Indirect impacts, such as depletion of a critical food source due to spill effects may have ramifications for the
predator population

Degree of diet specificity (e.g., is animal a specialist or
generalist)?

If a predator population has narrow prey selectivity, they may be more vulnerable than corresponding
omnivores

Pre-exposure condition of population (physiology/
adaptability)

Populations physiologically challenged by extant chronic-low level pollution or stress
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syntheses of the impacts on natural resources of the Gulf of Mexico

and provide a rich template for “lessons learned” from that spill. We

developed an algorithm to assess and classify the simultaneous

vulnerability of marine resources to the specific impacts of the

Deepwater Horizon oil spill and the resilience potential of various

key species and groups to environmental threats posed by this and

similar events. This two-way classification allows for understanding

of the idiosyncratic effects of that specific event on species and

groups, taking into account the vagaries of life histories (including

age span, reproductive potential and population connectivity)

affecting the ability of populations affected by spills to recover. A

number of recent, somewhat similar, efforts to provide syntheses of

recovery potential have focused on various taxonomic groups

including marine mammals (Ramıŕez-León et al., 2023), seabirds

(Michael et al., 2022), sea turtles, and various fish/fishery species

(Chancellor et al., 2020; Polidoro et al., 2020; Chancellor, 2022;

Woodyard et al., 2022). Assessing potential impacts (vulnerability)

to previous and potential spills has utilized both spill trajectory

modeling (Chancellor et al., 2020; Chancellor, 2022; Ramıŕez-León

et al., 2023) or specific locations from which spills may emanate

(e.g., oil and gas platform locations, Michael et al., 2022). These spill

scenario studies are particularly useful for planning and response

purposes for understanding resources at risk, whereas vulnerability

assessments based primarily on life history alone cannot adequately

assess impacts associated with the temporal or spatial dynamics of

particular spills in relation to distributions of critical life

history stages.
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The four-panel V-R plots (Figure 2) provide a summary

overview of the relative vulnerability and resilience of key species

across the span of eco-types affected by the DWH spill. We had

thought that this analysis might highlight, at the sub-ecosystem

level, those eco-types proving to be more vulnerable and less

resilient than the others. In fact, all of the eco-types exhibit a

range of species classifications across the breadth of outcomes, with

no outstanding trend. While these analyses represent a highly

selected sub-set of the literally thousands of species affected by

the spill, they do provide important insights into how spill effects

transcended the range of eco-types and how idiosyncratic the

vulnerability of particular species was to the DWH spill scenario.

As well, even within an eco-type, the differential tolerance (and

perhaps acclimation and/or adaption resulting from chronic

exposure) to oil contamination is not universal among species

occupying a similar habitat. Even in animal groups thought to be

at particular risk from oil spills (e.g., marine mammals) the

variations in vulnerability to DWH effects and the demonstrated

resilience within the group was large (e.g., Barataria Bay bottlenose

dolphins, Tursiops trunccatus, in the coastal/nearshore vs. mid-

depth diving marine mammals in the open ocean). While all of

these mammal populations would likely be more similarly impacted

had they been consistently exposed to oil, the mosaic of oil

concentrations, pre-spill physiological condition, mobility of

animals in relation to the presence of oil, and the duration of

exposures created a very heterogeneous exposure field. There is

some indication that animal size is correlated with resilience (e.g.,
TABLE 2 Population attributes influencing resilience of species populations to impacts from a chemical spill in the context of other simultaneous
stressors.

Attribute Interpretation

Abundance (relative to K)
If the abundance pre-spill is much lower than carrying capacity (K) then the population is at risk
of becoming sub-critical due to oil spill effects

Life span
Long-lived species may take much longer to recover if the population declines significantly,
alternatively, if only a single year class is affected (e.g., juveniles) then the extant age structure
may allow rapid recovery

Age at first reproduction
Animals with extended juvenile periods may be less resilient than those maturing early in their
life history

Frequency/timing of spawning/reproduction
Populations likely to be more resilient if they reproduce frequently within a year and if the
timing of reproduction does not overlap exposure to harmful chemical spills

Fecundity More fecund animals are more likely to have surviving offspring and are thus more “r” selected

Adult dispersal/larval life span
Wide adult dispersal and extended larval periods are likely associated with high degrees of
resource connectivity and “bet hedging” of larval survival

Modularity/connectivity with other ecosystem regions
If the population is part of a geographically extended meta-population, losses from the spill may
be infilled from migrants from other sub-populations

Level of population depletion and changes in density-dependent
population demographics due to injury

If the abundance post-spill is much lower than carrying capacity then Allee effects may slow the
rate of resource recovery

Potential for regime shifts or alternative stable states
Impacts due to changes in trophic dynamics may favor species that were not dominant before
the spill thus altering the expected rate or level of subsequent recovery

Co-varying stressors (fishing, climate change, HABS, other pollutants,
pathogens)

Populations under high levels of chronic stress due to other anthropogenic or natural factors are
likely less resilient to effects of an acute spill

Capacity of restoration approaches (e.g. replenish stocks from
hatcheries, habitat restoration) to be effective. Is this viable for
population-scale questions?

Can restoration mitigation be effective at the population, community or ecosystem-level in
rebuilding, resulting in increasing resiliency to the effects of a chemical spill?
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Schwing et al., 2020; Figure 2), however, this trend was not universal

and may reflect the specific circumstances of the DWH spill. For

long-lived species (e.g., a decade or more) their life history scheme

may be indicative of either high or low resilience, depending on the

circumstances of exposure. For example, if a particularly vulnerable

(young) year class is heavily impacted but adults are not, repeat

breeding by the remaining year classes may mitigate the effects of

the partial loss of a single cohort (Gallaway et al., 2016). However, if

the entire population (juveniles and adults) is affected, then life

history traits may result in long post-spill recovery times (e.g.,

Schwacke et al., 2017) and hence low population resilience. The

determination of resilience potential, based upon attributes

described in Table 2 and the trajectories of surveyed species, is

less certain for populations whose life histories are poorly known

(e.g., most mesopelagic species and those associated with the deep

benthos) and thus there are variable degrees of uncertainty in

assigning grid location by species and eco-type. Although we did

not do so, one could add an additional weighting term or other

indication to the risk determination based on the perceived

certainty in population dynamics of each key species. Because of

the importance of life history data to these evaluations, we deem
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research to close these gaps critical (see Priorities for Future

Research below).

The bivariate V-R plots also have an important assumption of

the effects of co-stressors and natural environmental variability

implicit within them. These analyses characterize vulnerability to a

specific spill (DWH); the observed resiliency is informed by the

trajectories of pre-and post-spill population dynamics. In some

cases, populations (e.g., blue crab, Callinectes sapidus, in the coastal/

nearshore and lesser blue crab, Callinectes similis on the continental

shelf) may have been in long-term decline since prior to the DWH

spill (O’Connell et al., 2019; Murawski et al., 2020; Patterson et al.,

2023), likely due to habitat degradation or fishing pressure.

Establishing causal inference regarding a single driver (e.g. DWH)

as the agent of change is subject to assumptions of both

excludability (i.e., no other drivers of significance) and no

interference (i.e., no confounding spatial effects from outside the

spill area; Ferraroa et al., 2019). Similarly, the dynamics of recovery

of continental shelf populations is confounded by the increased

abundance of invasive species (lionfishes, genus Pterois) which may

be impeding the recovery of otherwise productive ecosystem

components (Lewis et al., 2020; Patterson et al., 2023). Thus,
FIGURE 2

Schematic of the relative vulnerability of species populations to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill and the resilience potential of populations associated
with four defined eco-types in the northern Gulf of Mexico. Grid color scheme represents the relative risks of significant impacts from the spill and
protracted recovery times (e.g., red = highest risk, dark green = lowest risk). Scientific names of individual species are listed in each of the eco-type
documents in the Research Topic. m.m., marine mammals; NC-GoM, North Central Gulf of Mexico; mega, mega-benthos; macro, macro-benthos;
meio, meio-benthos; forams, foraminifera; D-P, deep-pelagic (fishes, etc.); ELH, early life history stages.
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characterizing a species or an eco-type as vulnerable or resilient

must be conditioned not only on the oil spill scenario but also the

cumulative effects of important co-stressors (e.g., O’Connell et al.,

2019). These considerations are important when developing oil spill

contingency plans or reacting to an ongoing event. However, few, if

any, other stressors operate on the same temporal or spatial scales as

DWH, or could be expected to impact as many eco-types as were

considered here. Thus, by taking a synthetic view of the eco-types of

the GoM, we can begin to better understand the overall population-

level impacts of the spill.

These analyses also provide important context when

considering environmental trade-offs resulting from the

application of optional oil spill countermeasures. For example,

French-McCay et al. (2018) considered the use of SSDI at the

wellhead as it related to deep ocean and nearshore biota in the

format of a Comparative Risk Assessment (CRA). However, as

described in the papers in this Research Topic, the trade-off is not a

binary choice of sacrificing one eco-type for another. Rather, there

are complex and differential species vulnerabilities and resiliencies

and, as we note, important connectivities among the eco-types that

render this trade-space rather arbitrary and not necessarily

protective of important species or species interactions. In our

context, for example, the vertically migrating biota of the deep

ocean (Sutton et al., 2020; Sutton et al., 2022) link surface and deep-

sea communities and provide important ecosystem services

including carbon sequestration and food sources for valuable

commercial and recreational species (e.g., tunas, billfishes). Thus,

such trade-offs may articulate a false dichotomy of “importance” to

the environment and the economy based on historic data

deficiencies rather than value to the ecosystem, and are no

substitute for careful consideration of response options and the

totality of their effects, in order to avoid long-lasting and

unintended consequences.

Unlike most previous large-scale oil spills (e.g., the IXTOC 1

spill; Soto et al., 2014), the DWH and Exxon Valdez (EVOS) oil

spills were accompanied by well-funded, decadal-scale research

programs established in their aftermaths. Peterson et al. (2003)

conducted a synthesis of long-term environmental effects of the

EVOS 14 years after that coastal/nearshore tanker accident. Their

review documented important ecosystem-level perspectives in

considering the ecotoxicology of marine oil spills. Noting the

importance of “…delayed, chronic and indirect effects of petroleum

contamination” their insights largely contrasted with previous

models that did not consider long-term chronic exposure from

sequestered oil on fishes, mammals and birds and further they

observed that oil spill countermeasures (“clean-up”) may be more

damaging than the spill itself. Our syntheses extend their ecosystem

emphases further due to the complexity of the DWH spill and its

open-ocean blowout characteristics (Peterson et al., 2012). The

EVOS occurred in a coastal fjord, extending southwestward to

cover 2,100 km of shoreline and into nearshore regions the Gulf of

Alaska (Peterson et al., 2003). DWH was almost the opposite,

starting deep offshore and eventually expanding to 149,000 km2

of surface contamination (MacDonald et al., 2015; Berenshtein

et al., 2020) and impacting at least four distinct eco-types

(Figure 1). The EVOS affected a number of populations with
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limited breeding ranges, and in particular, birds, mammals, and

anadromous and coastal-spawning fishes (e.g., pink salmon,

Oncorhynchus gorbuscha, and Pacific herring, Clupea pallasii).

Population-level effects of EVOS were widespread and in some

cases chronic due to ongoing pollution effects on vulnerable life

stages. One important distinction among these two iconic spills is

that for EVOS, the spill extended to include a large portion of the

home range or spawning grounds of entire populations segments of

species. While this is known to have occurred for some species

during DWH, (e.g. bottlenose dolphins in the coastal/nearshore)

the spill encompassed only parts of population ranges for oceanic

and continental shelf and oceanic populations (e.g., red snapper,

Lutjanus campechanus, and bluefin tuna, Thunnus thynnus). Even

in the coastal/nearshore, many of the GoM’s estuarine populations

spawn offshore with larvae transported to the estuaries (Murawski

et al., 2021a). Thus, the open ocean nature of the blowout may have

mitigated population-level declines (at least for coastal and

continental shelf species) because of the spill’s spatial dynamics,

migration and passive transport of species and the timing of the spill

encompassed only portions of the spawning windows (Chancellor

et al., 2020; Paris et al., 2020). Thus, there may have been important

portfolio effects (Schindler et al., 2010; Carlson and Satterthwatte,

2011) among sub-populations mitigating species-wide impacts

within some eco-types. Paradoxically, however, the significant

decline across the board for mesopelagic species following the

DWH (Sutton et al., 2022) implies either that there are localized

population segments (which is doubtful given their extensive

migrations in the vertical and due to horizontal displacement

[Milligan and Sutton, 2020]) or that, more likely, that there is low

modularity and high connectivity allowing the impacts of the DWH

spill to cascade through the micronektonic assemblage, despite the

spill covering only a portion of the deep water GoM (Figure 1).

As with EVOS, there remain significant reservoirs of DWH oil

in the environment in salt marshes and in the deep benthic realms,

which, also like EVOS, will have chronic effects on biota there for

perhaps decades to come (Turner et al., 2019a; Schwing et al., 2020).

The consequences of the DWH spill for such a wide variety of

species and eco-types and potentially over decadal time frames re-

enforces the thesis advanced by Peterson et al. (2003) that our

perspective for understanding large scale spills has indeed shifted to

ecosystem-scale, from a field previously dominated by accounting

for effects on individual species.

As Peterson et al. (2003) observed, EVOS countermeasures (in

this case including steam-washing of beaches) exacerbated and

extended consequential harm to the ecosystem. In the case of

DWH, there are analogies not only related to compounding

negative environmental effects of counter-measures but these

observed effects may portend environmental consequences of

large-scale projects intended for ecosystem restoration in the

northern GoM. Diversions of water from the main stem of the

Mississippi River into the Louisiana marshes freshened the

saltmarsh ecosystems in Barataria Bay and Breton Sound

(Rabalais and Turner, 2016; Powers et al., 2017b; White et al.,

2018). The freshening of the marshes resulted in billions of

mortalities of market-sized American oyster, Crassostrea virginica,

and other resource and non-resource invertebrates (Powers et al.,
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2017a). While the proximal cause of dolphin morbidity and

mortality was oil exposure (Schwacke et al., 2014), that the

population density is higher near the mouth of Barataria Bay,

where oil entered, probably exacerbated their average exposure

(Murawski et al., 2021a). Ultimately, diverting freshwater into the

marshes likely had little effect in forestalling oil entry into these bays

where oil accumulated and still exists more than a decade after the

spill (Turner et al., 2019a; Murawski et al., 2021a). However, this

“experiment” also provides some important insights into potential

consequences of long-term habitat restoration activities affecting

the coastal/nearshore region off Louisiana (e.g., White et al., 2023).

To address the long-term effects of sea level rise and land subsidence

in the wetlands, large portions of settlement moneys from the DWH

accident are being used to expand and add more water diversions

along the Mississippi River to funnel sediments into the marsh and

therefore at least partially stabilize land loss (Coastal Protection and

Restoration Authority of Louisiana, 2017; Boesch, 2020; Coastal

Protection and Restoration Authority of Louisiana, 2023).

Furthermore, these diversions will likely release as much or more

water than was diverted in 2010 during the DWH spill (White et al.,

2018). Notwithstanding the debate regarding the likely effectiveness

of these diversions in stemming land loss (Turner et al., 2019b;

White et al., 2023), it is reasonable to expect, as observed during the

DWH episode, that dolphins, oysters, and other invertebrates and

fishes dependent on brackish habitat will be similarly negatively

affected (Powers et al., 2017b; White et al., 2018; Murawski

et al., 2021a).
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The analyses of the vulnerability and resilience of resources to

the DWH oil spill fit into a larger conceptual model of how both of

these attributes act at various levels of biological organization

(organism, population, community and ecosystem, Grosell and

Pasparakis, 2021; Halanych et al., 2021; Murawski et al., 2021b),

and how they are both influenced by other co-stressors and affected

by active and passive resource restoration (Figure 3; Greening et al.,

2022). Our review centers around effects at the population and

higher levels of organization, but contaminant effects have their

origin at the sub-cellular to organismal levels, which are evaluated

elsewhere in GoMRI synthesis activities (e.g., Grosell and

Pasparakis, 2021; Halanych et al., 2021; Murawski et al., 2021b).

As demonstrated in our work and that of others, some of the other

co-stressors may have been as or more dominant than DWH

population and ecosystem-wide effects (e.g., illustrated by fishery

closures effects). Since some of these co-stressors are under human

control, they can also be manipulated with the goal of enhancing the

rate of resource recovery and potentially affecting restoration targets

for “recovery”. In this respect, much of the money being invested

from settlements is supporting a long list of habitat change/

restoration projects. With sufficient monitoring and analysis (e.g

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2022b;

Greening et al., 2022), it might be possible to determine if those

projects substantially affect resources at the population, community,

and ecosystem levels of organization. So-called “compensatory”

restoration measures can also strengthen the resilience of

populations to future spills and other anthropogenic stressors.
FIGURE 3

Factors affecting the vulnerability and resilience of organisms, species populations and ecosystems exposed to a Deepwater Horizon-like oil spill.
Many co-occurring stressors (e.g., fishing, invasive species) simultaneously affect vulnerability and resilience, as do restoration activities. The shape of
the decline and recovery scenarios is not necessarily symmetric, nor are expected recovery levels necessarily equivalent to pre-spill conditions.
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With this in mind, there are a number of actions resource managers

can take to enhance the resilience of resources in the region to be

better able to withstand the impacts of spills on the scale of DWH

through more proactive conservation-centric approaches (Wallace

et al., 2019), many of which may be more impactful than physical

alterations of habitat. These may include expanded use of marine

and estuarine protected areas, more conservative fishery

management approaches (i.e., to build reproductive capacity), and

lowering the thresholds for discharges of other toxic chemicals,

among others. Reducing vulnerability and strengthening resilience

of coupled human-natural systems within which the chronic and

acute effects of oil spills are an ongoing threat requires a more

holistic approach to the totality of natural resource management

actions (Adger et al., 2005; Adger, 2006; Carter et al., 2014).
Priorities for future research

Despite the preceding decade of research into the causes and

consequences of DWH, there remain a number of priority research

questions worthy of ongoing study. Some of the most immediate

and pressing research needs include:
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(1)Monitoring the long-term recovery potential of eco-types (e.g.,

mesopelagic, deep benthic) and long-lived species to determine if

populations and communities eventually return to pre-spill

“baselines”, have stabilized at a “new normal”, or followed

different trajectories

Prior to the NRDA and then GoMRI-sponsored research

associated with DWH there were just a few, sporadic research

efforts devoted to indexing the biodiversity and abundance of

populations in the open-ocean water column and deep benthos

(Rowe and Kennicutt, 2008; Schwing et al., 2020; Murawski et al.,

2021a; Sutton et al., 2022; Patterson et al., 2023) and marine

mammals and other protected species everywhere. Sampling since

DWH in these eco-types has revealed large temporal changes and

incomplete return to what were likely pre-spill levels. These regions

are a high priority for future targeted research investments because

of the continuing expansion of the oil and gas industries into ultra-

deep waters of the GoM (Figure 4). Most of the current oil

producing and active but non-producing leases exist between

1,000 and 3,000 m water depth (Figure 4). It is imperative that

longitudinal studies continue there to document DWH-associated

effects and to understand the productivity and sensitivity of these

eco-types to exploration, production and to both chronic oil-related
FIGURE 4

Active oil and gas infrastructure in 2018 (yellow dots) and currently active lease blocks in the Gulf of Mexico (red squares) as of 2020. Lease blocks
with no infrastructure indicate locations that are areas already identified by lease holders as having potential for future exploration and production.
Data available at: https://www.data.boem.gov/.
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pollution and that of acute spills. In this regard, and because of the

difficulty in restoring the deep ocean species and habitats affected by

DWH, a more prospective approach of “research as restoration” is

warranted (Mengerink et al., 2014).

(2)Understanding the connectivity/modularity of key living

resources and their roles in ecosystem resilience and recovery

GoM-wide

As we note above, the relative resilience of many key species to

DWH impacts was perhaps due to the connectivity of units within

meta-populations with distributions that were broad enough to

encompass areas unaffected by the spill. Understanding how larval

distributions, adult animal movements and gene flow support

resource connectivity networks is an important area for

investigation especially given the undoubtedly different

circumstances of transport of the next large oil spill in the GoM.

A number of elements necessary to fully evaluate the roles of

connectiivity contributing to resilience include:
Fron
(a) Quantifying the rates of coupling (e.g., meso- to epi-pelagic,

bentho-pelagic) among ecosystem components,

(b) Accounting for the advection and fate of coastal resources

transported offshore, and vice versa,

(c) Calculating exposure fields and quantifying ecosystem

impacts to understand differential impacts on eco-types

and species of DWH and other hypothetical spills,

(d) Evaluation of the attributes of our selected V-R axes to

confirm or refute their utility in predicting vulnerability and

resilience to perturbation (and particularly to oil spills),

(e) Identification of ecosystem indicators sensitive to different

environmental conditions,

(f) Understanding the natural variability of populations/

assemblages within the GoM and over differing spatial

scales,

(g) Understanding the population structure and connectivity

of GoM biota and the relationship of genetic population

structure to vulnerability and resilience.
These associated research recommendations address our

contention (noted in the introduction) that, rather than four

isolated eco-types, there are strong links among them due to

physical oceanographic processes (advection) and biotic dispersal

mechanisms of various species (either active movement or passive

drifting) and the criticality of various scales of spatio-temporal

variability. Coupling ecological niche and biophysical models for

species moving among the eco-types is essential for quantifying the

rates of coupling among ecosystem components. Dynamic coupling

of these mechanisms with transport models (e.g., Vaz et al., 2021)

will allow the construction of more advanced predictive modeling of

oil spill dynamics and effects and a deeper understanding of some

mechanisms that promote resiliency of the GoM ecosystem as a

whole. Transport models, especially those that couple biology and

physics, can also be employed to examine population connectivity

in holoplankton or meroplanktonic species (e.g., Paris et al., 2020).

Advances in genetic sequencing and genomic and bioinformatic

tools (e.g., Dubansky et al., 2013), including the rapid development
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of practical applications of e-DNA approaches, however, likely

provide the most robust set of tools to examine population

structure and connectivity. Moreover, advances in epigenetic

ageing (Mayne et al., 2022; Weber et al., 2022) and genetic close-

kin mark-recapture analysis (Marcy-Quay et al., 2020) means that

DNA from tissue samples can be utilized to estimate age

composition, genetic structure, and size of populations. Further

developing these analytical approaches, especially for vulnerable,

long-lived, or relatively rare taxa would certainly fit with the

research as restoration theme proposed by Mengerink et al. (2014).

(3)Conducting research on cumulative effects of environmental

co-stressors including chronic low-level contamination in relation to

acute effects from large oil spills.

The GoM region is subject to a host of significant, ongoing and

aperiodic stressors affecting the region’s wildlife, including intensive

fishing, hypoxia, nutrient over-enrichment, ongoing discharges of

produced waters (e.g., Lee and Neff, 2011; Murawski, 2020; National

Academies of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine, 2022a), oil spills

and other toxic contaminants, harmful algal blooms, invasive

species, effects of extreme weather events, sea level rise and land

subsidence, and a host of others (Figure 3). As we have explained,

our vulnerability-resilience plots implicitly incorporate cumulative

effects of multiple stressors as they relate to resource recovery

because the observed trends in population trajectories are used in

defining the resilience metric. It is likely that many of the region’s

resources will not recover to pre-spill levels of abundance and

certainly not in a symmetrical way to their resource depletion

trajectories, in spite of both ongoing habitat and “compensatory”

restoration activities. This is because the cumulative impacts of the

spill and multiple other stressors act in additive and multiplicative

ways to affect resources, as noted by Duarte et al. (2009). The

science needs to progress from descriptive assessments of co-

stressors to predictive models of how manipulation of some of

them (those under proximal human control) can affect resource

recovery rates and levels; addressing research recommendations

noted above are pre-requisites to building such models.
Summary

The Deepwater Horizon incident resulted in (arguably) the most

complex and diverse set of ecosystem impacts in the history of

marine oil spills. Four major interconnected “eco-types” exhibited a

wide array of impacts to species and assemblages of organisms,

ranging from inconsequential to catastrophic. Even a decade plus

after DWH, many affected species and taxonomic groups have not

fully recovered and recovery times for some may range from

decades to perhaps a century or more (e.g., Schwacke et al., 2017;

Schwing et al., 2020).

The development of criteria for assessing of the vulnerability of

resource populations to the DWH spill and corresponding resilience

to its effects provides an important new context for understanding

how sub-systems within the GoM large marine ecosystem may be

impacted by future large-scale perturbations. Comparisons of V-R

relationships among eco-types revealed that all systems exhibited a

range of outcomes for key species.
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At least two major chronic “reservoirs” of DWH oil/dispersant

residues remain in the environment (deep benthic, coastal

wetlands) with surprisingly little ongoing weathering of oil (i.e.,

still toxic) in some cases (e.g., Turner et al., 2019a). In the case of the

deep offshore benthic oil reservoir, it may take 50-100 years before

DWH oil is sufficiently buried to be unavailable to invertebrate and

vertebrate bioturbators (Montagna and Girard, 2020; Schwing et al.,

2020), although by some metrics a degree of functional diversity had

returned to affected areas by 2014 (Guarinello et al., 2022). The deep

ocean communities in the pelagic (Romero et al., 2018) and benthic

realms (Schwing et al., 2020) are highly diverse biomes that are

particularly vulnerable to oil spills and possibly to mitigation

approaches such as the use of sub-surface dispersant injection.

With high vulnerability and low resilience of many species to oil

spills, the dearth of research and understanding of the consequences

of spills particularly in the deep GoM is astonishing, particularly

with the rapid and accelerating progression of the industry into this

realm (Murawski et al., 2020). Previous renditions of Comparative

Risk Analyses supporting the use of specific oil spil l

countermeasures have inadequately characterized the deep ocean

in terms of its importance in contributing to biodiversity and

critical ecosystem services in the GoM (e.g., French-McCay et al.,

2018). Diel vertical migration is a daily “elevator” from the deep sea

to the surface waters of the GoM, so sequestration of oil in mid-

depths (even if it is indeed possible through the use of SSDI) may

result in unintended consequences which include surfacing of

contaminated animals and food chain impacts. There are historic

data deficiencies evident among the deep-sea groups, which are

inconsistent with their high ecological and economic value. Taxa

perceived as commercially valuable based on extractive resources

usage (i.e., fished stocks) are usually better studied, but this

perception ignores the exceptionally high value of non-extractive

goods and services (e.g., carbon sequestration through the carbon

pump, the importance of biodiversity in maintaining ecosystem

function, food web relationships). Given the magnitude of the deep

ocean habitats in the GoM, these data gaps urgently need to be

addressed and the roles of deep-sea species properly evaluated.

The continental shelf resources of the northern GoM are highly

productive and support important human uses including

commercial and recreational fisheries. Species along the shelf

exhibited a variety of acute and chronic impacts from the spill

(e.g., some recruitment reductions) which will have intermediate

population impacts. The overall assessment was that the continental

shelf resources were among the most resilient of the four eco-types,

due to a variety of factors including the degree of population

connectivity among resource segments (Patterson et al., 2023).

However, other confounding issues such as the rapid increases in

abundance of invasive lionfishes may have resulted in regime shifts

in community structure and changes in continental shelf

productivity (e.g., Lewis et al., 2020). It is unclear what role DWH

may have played (if any) in exacerbating this shift or depressing

recovery of some species.

Nearshore resources, in particular, were significantly impacted by a

combination of the oil spill and various spill countermeasures that were
Frontiers in Marine Science 13
deployed, some of which may have had more consequential negative

impacts on species than the oil contamination itself. Nearshore

countermeasures including the construction of sand berms and

freshwater releases were not only arguably ineffective at stemming oil

contamination, but in some instances counterproductive to protection

of populations, species and ecosystems.

Countermeasures deployed offshore in deep waters and on the

continental shelf include in situ burning, extensive skimming at

the surface and deployment of dispersants at the sea surface and

sub-surface. A total of 411 in situ burns of surface oil were

conducted during the DWH response, consuming 220-310

thousand barrels (bbl) of Macondo crude (Stout and Payne,

2016). Burn residues were relatively depleted of low molecular

weight PAHs but enriched in pyrogenic PAHs including benzo[a]

pyrene (Stout and Payne, 2016) a known carcinogen. The fate and

impacts of DWH burn residues on living resources is largely

unknown. Dispersant impacts are discussed extensively elsewhere

(e.g., National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine,

2020; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering and

Medicine, 2022a).

While large-scale fishery closures were primarily intended to

assure that tainted seafood did not reach consumers (Ylitalo et al.,

2012), there were also some indications of short-term increases in

resource abundance (e.g., shrimp and some finfishes) likely due to

the closures, but these effects were ephemeral (Murawski et al.,

2021a). The focus of fishery closures on surface expression of DWH

oil did not fully account for low yet toxic concentrations for sub-

surface transport of oil, which, to a certain degree, resulted in

substantial oil flux and impacts on resources beyond fishery closure

boundaries (Berenshtein et al., 2020).

There are concerns that DWH impacts may have weakened the

resilience of resources via Allee effects (e.g., mate limitation, loss of

genetic diversity, interrupting chemical signaling pathways,

Schlenker et al., 2022), making them more susceptible to a range

of other ongoing stressors (Greening et al., 2022). Long-term

ecosystem remediation programs (e.g., marsh reconstruction

through water diversions) may very well have consequential long-

term negative impacts for some of ecologically and economically

important resources initially affected by the DWH scenario (e.g.,

American oyster, bottlenose dolphin and a variety of finfish and

shellfish of dependent on brackish habitats). The scale of restoration

activities in the northern Gulf of Mexico, however, is so immense, it

begs the question of their long term effectiveness in restoring species

and ecosystems, and understanding which restoration activities will

be most effective (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and

Medicine, 2022b; Greening et al., 2022).
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